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PROLOGUE
Truth De-Code-It is a living-testament of an eye-witness’ account
discerning Truth in an era of transparent deception espoused by
billionaires, media moguls, government officials, and banking interests as they foster their orchestrated crisis-management cabal,
showcased on Wall Street and around the world.
Their actions have given rise to an epiphany in-the-making, as
we the people awaken to the irreconcilable Truth and deal with it
accordingly; empowering us with the ability to change ourselves
and the world.
The content of this book reflects upon the plutocracy’s use of the
revised-edition of the outdated Machiavellian script, to exploit,
manipulate, and amass fortunes from public sources; as the moneychangers- and shepherds-of-deception fleece the unsuspecting
flock.
This publication provides the means to partake in a natural-sustainable lifestyle, minimizing and eliminating life’s uncertainties,
while emphasizing and promoting mutual-Coexistence and selfempowerment as individuals-globally.
The message is simple, use discretion when patronizing banks
and multinational conglomerates, buy less, lighten your footprint,
live truthfully and strive to adopt a way-of-life that is economically
and ecologically sustainable.
Truth De-Code-It transcends concepts of beginnings or ends, and
realigns and reinforces our bond among ourselves and nature;
wherein, Natural Law reigns. It views Life beyond human-induced
limitations and sees it through an open-minded-spirited lens that
recognizes all life as sacred.
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It alludes to the “hocus-focus reel-time end-of-the world-crisis
management scenarios” orchestrated, in part, by the profiteering-money changers’ half-truths “erred” by mainstream-media
airheads. If what you have read thus far is of interest, you are
invited to peruse the contents and Epilogue: Truth-De-Code-It’s
Empowerment.
Dedication: This life’s work in-the-making, a few mere utterances of Truth, are dedicated to my two best friends, Susan, my
soul-companion, best friend and loving wife, and in everlastingmemory of my mother-in-law, Barbara, known to us as “Kid”. I am
eternally grateful to the Creator for making them a part of my life.
GOD has bestowed upon me countless blessings, Susan is my
most treasured.

APOTHEOSIS
Humanifestation-embodiment of the celestial dust
Rising up upon this earthen crust
Light - energy - motion
Divinely still - omnipotent
Taking form - transforming substance
Quintessential metamorphoses
Celestial body – mindful-soul
Simultaneously emerging-diverging-converging
Upon and within a perpetual interstellar multidimensional journey
Beginning - ending - forever transcending
Transiently encapsulated within this molecular frame
Serving as a medium to connect the indivisible and
Divisible incarnation of immortality
Revealing understanding which pontificates
The illusive abyss of incomprehensibility
Within and beyond the realm of human-deduced reality
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Where earth and dust rise up Intangible form transforms substance
A cosmic continuum - a Transfiguration
APOTHEOSIS
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HOMEOSTASIS

AT THE

OASIS

OF

GRACES

The Oasis of Graces resides within desolate places
For those in need of Homeostasis
Seek and ye shall find divinity in mind, body, and spirit
In the stillness of serenity
As a believer I am convinced Truth is Truth – deceit-less
By Grace, steadfast in my beliefs - I shall not be deceived
Soulfully knowing from all fears there is reverent relief
I walk in the light of the shadows of death
Spirited by the Nephesh - Life’s breathe
I’ve awakened to the Risen Son - in a land
Where the sun never sets
Eternally and gratefully blessed not to hunger nor thirst
Immersed in the refuge at the Oasis of Graces
Giving eternal thanks and praises to my Creator
Yadah, Yadah, Yadah – Yeshua-Risen
OASIS OF GRACES
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HARMONIC CONVERGENCE
Eternal rays of Light neither Diminish nor Fade
They Simply Moves Across the Abyss in Waves
As the celestial Light Traverses Darkness of Space
It Illuminates Our Terrestrial presence on Earth
Pre-scripted Roles Imposed on Us since Our Conception
Foster Upon a Belief System Inundated with
Preconceived Misconceptions,
Half Truths and Outright Deception,
Flashbacks, Rejection,
Absent in the Presence of Self-Acceptance
The Essence of My Body, Mind and Soul are no Longer
Subjected to this Supposition
Empirically, I have transcended the bounds of this imposition
One must put ones’ false beliefs to death
In order to experience the Oneness of life
Those who see all things as-One
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Shall inherit the knowledge of Universal Truth
Captive minds shall be set free
Only when they speak truth with humility
Quantifying the unquantifiable is an exercise in futility
Timelessness -- Is Now -- a State of Mind
Clarity of Mind, absent of all Time
Dimensions of preconceived misconceptions cease to be
As Eternal Rays of Light Reflect My presence of being
Traversing within and beyond the boundaries of the
Known, and unknown Universes
As sunlight blends upon moonlit waters
I sense my Presence -- Enlightenment -Harmonic Convergence within the Divinely-Created natural order
HARMONIC CONVERGENCE
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TRUTHFULLY
Masses put to sleep by Media-induced apathy
Nations warring --- age-old conflicts soaring
Profiteer’s reaping - Lame to be Leaping
Hide-a-ways --- seeking
Strong --- weakened
Market bottoming out --- peaking
Secured --- freaking
What are you thinking?
Titanic --- sinking
Word from Lincoln
Straight lines - right angles
Keep it simple – untangled
Thinking out of the box
Off the clock
Away from henhouse-foxes
Countrywide helps you out of your home
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Unless, of course, you are a “friend” of Angelo’s
Whispers of discontentment, heard hereabouts
“Living” in the absence of Truth
Undoubtedly, is dwelling in a house of ill-repute
Keep the window of your soul wide-open
Whilst you revere the awesome wonders of
Life’s glorious splendor
Here-now and forever after
Living in accordance with Nature’s laws
Learning from all, and, applying it
Truthfully
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